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EMBED PLATE/WASHER (NOT INCLUDED)

THREADED ROD (NOT INCLUDED)

REINFORCEMENT

PLUMBINGVOID™ SYSTEM WASHER

VAPOR BARRIER

1/4" HARDBOARD (MINIMUM)

SLIT-SCORED TopCap™

PLUMBINGVOID #3 U-BAR (12" O.C.)

1/2" THICK PLASTIC SIDE PANEL

CLEVIS HANGER

BACKFILL OPEN SPACE

INTERIOR SPACERS 2’ O.C. ABOVE OR BELOW PIPE

1/2" THICK PLASTIC SIDE PANEL

PLUMBINGVOID #3 U-BAR (12" O.C.)

VOID SPACE DETERMINED BY ENGINEER

6" GRAVEL BASE RECOMMENDED

(FOR TRENCH DEPTHS GREATER THAN 8’ CONTACT YOUR PRODUCT ADVISOR)